Unique features

MultiSense provides 100% accurate identification and great user experience. The combination of different biometric technologies for user identification and authentication makes MultiSense unique.

As our client, you decide how to merge the multiple biometric factors offered: Face recognition, speaker recognition, fingerprint signature, Geo Location Systems and NFC, according to the organisation’s needs. SDK is easily provided for flawless integration.

MultiSense solutions are relevant for following areas:
- Insurance Industry
- Financial & payment systems
- Cloud & governmental institutions

Why MultiSense?

Replaces the risky password with state-of-the-art secure and user friendly biometric authentication.

Reduces the lengthy process of telephone user identification by up to 80%. The call-centre feature of the MultiSense app can recognise the user’s mobile number or voice and it can be used in combination with a one-time-password generated by the app.

Requires no extra devices (except mobile phone). Users do not need to remember passwords or additional personal information.

How it works?

Extremely user friendly, secure and ready to use in seconds:

1. Setup
   - Enrolment of face, voice and fingerprint

2. Verification
   - Re-confirm biometrics for login/transaction

“We at MultiSense reject the idea that our customers should have to make tradeoffs between security and ease of use.” Aviram Siboni, CEO
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